DISASTER RECOVERY WORKSHOP

Disaster Recovery Workshop
Expect the unexpected and create a roadmap to
recovery following a disaster or disruption

Quest’s DR Workshop offers:
Validation and Sound Preparation
Whether you’re starting from scratch or looking for an expert opinion on your
existing plan, our Disaster Recovery specialists can help – your Workshop
can concentrate on establishing your organizational recovery requirements,
or focus on further developing and perfecting your plan. We’ll work with your
staff to:
• Identify technical and business process gaps
• Define stakeholders, recovery teams, and processes/functionalities
necessary for operation
• Highlight missed expectations from a data loss and recovery time
perspective
• Address compliance with regulatory agencies and industry standards

Customized Recommendations

WORKSHOP DETAILS
Date/Time
What works for you and your team? Depending on
your availability and requirements, we can meet
with you as soon as possible, or in the near future.

Location
The DR Workshop can be conducted onsite at your
location or at Quest’s Roseville, CA office.

Recommended Attendee Titles
If you are not the business owner and/or key
decision maker, please ensure they are present;
business operations/decisions are directly tied to
technology requirements for most organizations.
We also recommend having these key team
members present:

In today’s vendor marketplace, the cookie-cutter/checkbox approach to
Business Continuity Planning/Disaster Recovery (BCP/DR) can lend to
unintended oversight. Quest specializes in delivering flexible solutions, so
your DR Workshop recommendations won’t force your business into a mold
designed for somebody else’s company.
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A Blueprint for Business Resilience

Latest Audit Results

As technology integration grows tighter and more sophisticated, so do
security risks. Quest’s DR Workshop will help you plan for almost any kind of
disruption, so your organization can be dynamic, responsive, and recoverable
after disaster strikes.

Current DR and/or BCP Policies

Preferred Documentation to Review
We recommend having the following items ready
to review for this Workshop, if they are available:
Network Drawings

Timeline at a Glance
Pre-Workshop: Scheduling kickoff call,
establishing priorities
Kick-Off Call: Introductions, agenda, expectations
Workshop: Conduct a one-day, on-site Workshop

REQUEST YOUR
WORKSHOP HERE
Email programs@questsys.com

Final Review: Quest provides Executive Summary
including recommendations and action items
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